
What is Digital 
Marketing ?

Lighthouse Digital

We provide highly effective result oriented Digital Marketing services.

- Design 
- Speed 
- Mobile Friendly

- Like
- Subscribe
- Follow

- On Page SEO
- Off Page SEO
- Keyword Research

- Google Ads
- FB Campaign
- LinkedIn Ads



Where to start:
W

List your product or service

Showcase your Products and Services on the

above said Online Digital platform to give

customers a deep understanding of the same.
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Create your online presence

Create online presence by creating Website,

Blogs, Social media profiles, and YouTube

channel to reach more customers & generate

Leads

01 Reach to your target audience

By creating Website and Profiles on various Social

Media platforms, it becomes simple to reach the

target audience by placing posts on certain

intervals work as an add campaigns for visitors &

force them to connect.

Website and social media profiles on various

platforms helps in attracting organic traffic from

search engines which is extremely efficient way to

boost sales and business.

Digital presence helps in increasing the brand

value and image on the internet for better

results.
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What happens Offline What happens Online

Online marketing gives better accessibility to reach

more customers at cost effective price with high ROI.

It may be specific to IP, Region, Gender, Demography

or Industry.

Reports say, 95.4% of desktop users are using

Google in India & 17 Cr. users are there on LinkedIn,

33 Cr. on Facebook, Smartphone 76 Cr., and Internet

62.4 Cr. Being propelled by PM WANI (Wi-Fi Access

Network Interface) scheme strengthens Digital

Marketing to get the business drastically enhanced.

Offline marketing refers to any advertising

that is carried out using traditional offline

media, such as television, billboard ads, and

radio which is costly comparative to online

marketing

It requires more resources on ground for

marketing.



Eye Catchy Web Design
& Speed Matters

W

Entice your audience with stunning website visuals effect.
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Relevant Content is 
the KING

Content is the king of internet. Every website must have rich 
content in order to attract customers and keep them engaged 
with the products or services.

Content marketing helps the brand in telling the story of how 
brand  put value in buyers life.

Content aids the brand in connecting with the customers and 
gives them a perception of the brand value and importance of 
customers for the brand. 

All the play of Videos, Images & Text
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Survey has unveiled that 

customers drive towards 

brand are majorly from 

social media platforms due 

to its high user base.

Social Media 
drives customers 
to brand75%

Engagement from social media



WSocial Media Engagements

Power of Social Media

Social media platforms are handy to use & thanks go to

portable mobile devices. This has given the users the

flexibility to engage with brand with ease.

Social Media platforms attracts the most number of

customers towards the brand let alone keeping the old

customers due to engagement posts and ad campaigns.
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YouTube video marketing has become the new trend in the marketing. YouTube provides the user a 

better understanding of the brand’s product and service. Video when coupled with audio creates a 

engaging entity that instantly sticks in the user’s mind. YouTube marketing helps the brand in making 

user or visitors give customer response. 

Why YouTube is the demand of Time

Audio Video effect Retains
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Tell people what our brand 
represents and connect to the 
customers by telling them 
what you do.

Customers always expect the 
best product or services. 

You can tell them through 
social media the story that how 
you made your product 
amazing.

Social media platforms are 
great tools to tell the 
customers what sets you 
better from other competitors 
in terms of product’s quality 
and that makes your brand 
unique.

on social media, articulate 
well the experiences of 
products &  its benefits, 
trustworthiness, reputation, 
value that customer gets 
along with ease, safe, and 
secure buying creates a pool 
of Leads. 

Build your brand on 
social media

What your 
company does ?

Why your Offerings 
are amazing ?

What makes 
you unique ?

Why should one 
go for you ?
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Successful companies 
are consistent on Net

Amazon’s success in online is real inspiring
story for other e-commerce competitors.
Amazon’s business model is consistent in
branding and marketing making it the
successful e-commerce platform.

Uber never stops its marketing campaigns
and offers various discounts on several
social media platforms to encourage
commuters to take advantage of it by
riding with Uber.

Tata Group founded in 1868 has a very
good web presence & online marketing
with detailed information of diversified
group & its products so that user can get
a comprehensive grasp of the product
they are buying.
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Pay Per Click

Pay per click model aids the brand in putting ad 
campaigns for better engagement and reach through 
small payments made to the search engines or social 
media platforms.

The direct way to present online

at the top of engine – Buyer’s eye.
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D

Firm Promise

A 1 Quality

Where brands start

Digitally Famous
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How brands work online

Uniformity of 
design

Choosing the right Logo, 

color theme, font, image 

could be remembered or 

recalled by the viewer for 

a long time, will help to 

develop brand. 

01

Genuinely
Written content

Content is the most

important for Google

ranking and engaging

with customers on online

platforms, hence

plagiarism free content is

important.

02 03

Connecting with
Buyers

An excellent branding will

always keep Org. in

buyer’s eye by proving

the Quality, genuinity,

Reliability and a viewer

forced to become a

repeated buyer, referral &

influencer.
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Robust Online
Presence

Presence on different

online platforms &

creating posts that are

interactive in nature like

voting, polls or

questionnaire can also

help in reaching out to

followers and subscribers.



Lighthouse Digital

We provide highly effective result oriented Digital Marketing services in 
current isolation too.

Why Digital Marketing is 
must in 2021?



Benefits
The Prime benefits :-

• Cost-Effective

• Huge return on investment

• Generate a Consistent Lead Pipeline

• Competition defeater

• Precise target Segmentation

• Easy to measure

• Easy Adapting of Tactics & Strategies

• Greater Client engagement

• Better Growth Options

• Higher Conversion Ratio

• Capturing Mobile Customers. 

• Target the Right Audience

• Generate Brand Credibility

• Brand Development

• Global
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Creating a 
bigger online 
presence

Adapting the right process for better online
presence & get continuous leads



What we can do for you in Digital …

Search Engine Optimization…
Web Designing …

Social Media Optimization…

Content Creation

Textual - Content…

Visual - Images…

Audio Visual - Videos…
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Take advantage of the tools available.

Making the most out 
of the internet

Social media  

channels

Automated 

Lead Generation 

Seamless online

platform

Analytic tools  

and reporting
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We'd love to talk about all aspects of 
Digital Marketing.

Phone Number

+91 9172242506, 9326807350

Email Address

digital@lighthouseindia.com

Website

www.lighthouseindia.com

Thank You


